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The Voltage Dependent Anion Channel (VDAC) is a mitochondrial outer membrane protein that serves as a diffusion pore for ions like \( Ca^{2+}, Cl^- \), small metabolites and nucleotides like ATP, ADP and NADH, thereby regulating metabolic and energetic flux across the outer mitochondrial membrane. Previous studies have indicated that Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide in its reduced form (NADH) but not oxidized form (NAD+) minimizes conduction through VDAC. However, there is no available non-conducting structure of VDAC, and the mechanism by which NADH modulates the channel is poorly understood. Here with the help of fully-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we studied NADH binding to VDAC and its effect on channel dynamics and ion translocation. Simulations of VDAC were conducted using NMR structure of VDAC-NADH complex a) in the presence of NADH, and with NADH bound as in that structure, b) de-protonated in silico to NAD+ and c) removed entirely (apo) in the presence and absence of an applied transmembrane voltage. We observed a constant dissociation and re-association of NAD+ throughout the simulation trajectory, while NADH remained bound, reflecting a significantly lowered
affinity of NAD+ for the VDAC pore. In the apo-VDAC system, the N-terminal loop dramatically changed its conformation over the course of the simulation, eventually approaching its conformation in structures experimentally determined in an apo-state. Under an applied transmembrane potential, we observed NADH changing its position, but remaining stable in the pore. Our results are consistent with a mechanism in which NADH reduces conduction by partial pore block.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Voltage Dependent Anion Channel

The role of mitochondria in cellular respiration, signaling of apoptotic factors and metabolite transportation has been well established. These metabolites have to cross two membrane barriers, an inner and outer membrane. The inner membrane is selective and permeable only to oxygen, water and carbon dioxide and is folded into layers called cristae. The outer membrane is composed of protein-based pores that facilitate the transfer of ions, metabolites and small proteins to and from the mitochondria. Voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) is one such pore, that serves as a channel for metabolites and ion exchange between the cytoplasm and the mitochondria[13][3]. VDAC is the most abundant protein in the mitochondrial outer membrane and is shown to be responsible for mitochondrial-mediated cell death in pathological conditions like cancer, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s, and hence VDAC has emerged as a promising pharmacological target[27][26]. It is also debated that VDAC is expressed in the cell surface membrane[25][4][16].
Figure 1: **VDAC** Cartoon representation of VDAC structure from (A) cytoplasmic and (B) transmembrane view. Protein is colored by secondary structure ($\beta$ sheet=yellow, $\alpha$ helix=purple and loop=cyan).

Figure 2: **NADH and NAD+$^+$** Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate is a coenzyme that is involved in metabolism, carrying electrons from one reaction to another and hence is found as (A) NAD+$^+$, an oxidizing agent that accepts electrons from other molecules and becomes (B) NADH (extra hydrogen represented in green Vdw representation), a reducing agent that donates the electron to other molecules and . The molecules are colored by atom type, White : Hydrogen, Blue : Nitrogen, Cyan : Carbon, Red : Oxygen and Tan : Phosphorous.

VDAC not only acts as a pathway for the transfer of small ions like $Ca^{2+},K^+$, $Na^+,Cl^-$ or water soluble metabolites like NADH, ATP, ADP and pyruvate but was also shown to translocate monomeric $\alpha$-synuclein[21] and oligomerize to conduct cytochrome C[28] during apoptosis. Recent advancements in structural determination...
using nuclear magnetic resonance[7] and X-ray crystallography[30], opened doors to
structure-based prediction of VDAC’s functional properties.

1.2 Structure and Permeation through VDAC

The 3-dimensional structures of mammalian VDAC determined using X-ray crystal-
lography and NMR revealed that VDAC is a 280 amino acid long, β-barrel structure
composed of 19 β strands[7] with the transmembrane α-helix oriented against the in-
ner wall[30]. The X-ray and NMR studies (native structures)[6]of VDAC were shown
to adopt a diameter of 27Å and a height of 30Å with similar charge distributions.
There is a 26 residue loop attached to the N-terminal segment of the protein. Both
the NMR and crystal structure discuss the structural importance of the N-terminal
loop in the gating of VDAC.

VDAC reconstituted into planar lipids (non-native) was solely used to understand
the ion permeation process in VDAC. VDAC allows a variety of molecules to pass
through the pore. Its permeability is dependent on the charge of the molecules.
VDAC attains its highest conducting state at low or zero membrane potential, the
open state, where it is selective to negatively charged molecules[19][20]. It adopts a
closed conformation at membrane potentials in excess of -30mv and 30mv[1]. However
a structural understanding of the "closed state" of VDAC remains a "terra incognita".
Nucleotides like ATP and NADH, unlike small ions, may specifically interact with
charged residues on the interior wall. VDAC was also shown to have an ATP-binding
site[20].

Rapid development in sampling methods[22][14] [23] and robust hardware solutions[5]
helped in extracting thermodynamic and kinetic information of ion channels through molecular dynamics simulations[32][15][29]. These recent studies provide a better understanding of VDAC’s structural behavior and conduction properties. Long time scale molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study ion transport[12], ATP flux [17][2] through VDAC, mechanisms underlying its electrophysiology properties[24] and its interaction with cholesterol[31].

1.3 VDAC - NADH

There are a number of stimuli known to favor the gating of VDAC. Altered membrane potential is a prime consequence. Zizi M et al., in electrophysiology studies showed that VDAC’s (reconstituted into planar membranes) interacts with Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide in its reduced form (NADH) but not oxidized form (NAD+), thereby minimizing conduction through VDAC[33]. It was later suggested that the presence of NADH mimics membrane potentials (-30mv and 30mv) that closes the channel. Though there is evidence suggesting the role of NADH in reduced ion conduction through VDAC, there is no available non-conducting state of VDAC; and the mechanism by which NADH modulates the channel is poorly understood. Does NADH induce conformational changes in VDAC, thereby affecting the ion translocation through the channel or is it NADH’s steric presence that induces partial pore blockage, are the main questions addressed in this study. With the help of fully-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we studied NADH binding to VDAC and its effect on channel dynamics and ion translocation. A 3-D structure of VDAC-NADH complex obtained through Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (personal communication with
Dr. Sebastian Hiller) was used to carry out molecular dynamics simulations.

Figure 3: **VDAC open probability vs Voltage (mV)** An open probability of human VDAC1 as a function of voltage in the presence (filled diamonds) and absence (control - open squares) of NADH. NADH seems to slow down the probability of opening the channel[33].

### 1.4 Molecular Dynamics

#### 1.4.1 MD simulations - Background

Molecular dynamics simulations is a robust technique used to systematically study molecular conformations by combining traditional equations of motion over a period of time. The main purpose of this approach is to produce results that reflect the time-dependent behavior (dynamics) of a molecule. A detailed atomistic understanding of interactions between biological complexes, cannot be observed through experimental procedures today. Molecular dynamics simulations has a broad spectrum of applications where atomic interactions, inter-residue interactions, folding and unfolding pathway of proteins and binding affinities of small molecules and ligands to proteins can be understood. An exponential increase in computational resources now allows researchers to simulate large systems like ion channels, transporters and even cell organelles like ribosomes to enable a partnership with experimental research, delivering structural insights into complex biological problems. In addition, MD simulations also allow us to test a specific hypothesis based on experimental study.
The aim of this study is to understand the mechanism by which NADH reduces ion conduction through VDAC. A time-dependent structural behavior of NADH in the VDAC pore can answer questions related to the role of NADH in VDAC closure. This can be achieved by atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, where VDAC-NADH binding is studied under an atomic resolution.
2 Methods

2.1 NMR structure of VDAC-NADH complex

Previous NMR structure of Apo-VDAC (PDB ID: 2K4T) was determined by S. Hiller et al.[7] in 2009. This structure has been previously used to perform molecular dynamics studies on VDAC to understand ion permeation through the channel[24]. However, there was no experimentally determined structure to study NADH mediated ion conduction through VDAC. Dr. Sebastian Hiller’s lab at University of Basel have determined the structure of VDAC in the presence of NADH using solid state nuclear magnetic resonance. A preliminary structure of the VDAC-NADH complex was determined where NADH to VDAC is docked by 10 NOEs (Nuclear Overhauser Effect), generated during the experiment, that defined the contact and position of the nicotinamide moiety of NADH. A later structure of the VDAC-NADH complex was resolved under a better resolution. Both these structures were used to perform molecular dynamics simulations.

Figure 4: NMR structures of VDAC-NADH complex (A) Preliminary NMR structure of VDAC-NADH complex (B) Newly resolved NMR structure of VDAC-NADH complex. The newly resolved structure has a better resolved alpha helix and altered NADH binding site.
2.2 MD Simulations System Setup

With the aim of understanding conduction through VDAC in the presence and absence of NADH and NAD+ (as a negative control), the preliminary structure of VDAC bound to NADH was deprotonated and removed completely using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) v1.9.2[8] to generate VDAC-NAD+ and VDAC-Apo states respectively. The new structure was also modified in silico to generate VDAC systems in the presence and absence of NADH and NAD+. In addition these systems were simulated under a transmembrane voltage of -30mv. The protein was oriented along the z-axis, normal to the membrane. CHARMM-GUI membrane builder[9] was used to build the membrane for all the three systems (VDAC bound to NADH, NAD+ and VDAC Apo). CHARMM36 topology and parameter files were manually uploaded to generate membranes for VDAC-NADH and VDAC-NAD+ systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System label</th>
<th>Expt Method</th>
<th>Ligand (Experimental state)</th>
<th>Ligand (Computational state)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(P)-Apo</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>Removed in silico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(P)-NADH</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>NADH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(P)-NAD+</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>Deprotonated to NAD+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(N)-Apo</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>Removed in silico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(N)-NADH</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>NADH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAC(N)-NAD+</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>Deprotonated to NAD+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3EMN</td>
<td>X-Ray</td>
<td>Apo</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 : Details of the systems used for molecular dynamics and analysis
Figure 5: **VDAC complexes used for MD** Structure of VDAC(P) from cytoplasmic (top) and transmembrane (bottom) views for the NMR systems. (A) VDAC(P)-Apo (B) VDAC(P)-NADH (C) VDAC(P)-NAD+. Protein and ligands are shown as cartoon and vdW representations, respectively.

Figure 6: **System generated by CHARMM-GUI** VDAC(N)-NADH system used for simulation generated by CHARMM-GUI with approximately 11000 water molecules and 150 DOPC molecules.
28 K⁺ and Cl⁻ ions were randomly added by CHARMM-GUI to neutralize the system and provide a salt concentration of 0.15M KCl. The lipid bilayer for all the systems are composed of DOPC (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) molecules. KCl is generally favored over NaCl in VDAC experiments to minimize the effects of ionic size and diffusivity on measurements. The resulting systems were approximately 84 x 84 x 84 Å³ in size, with about 60000 atoms (for VDAC-NADH and NAD⁺) and 56000 atoms (for VDAC-Apo) that included about 11000 TIP3P waters.

2.3 Simulation Details

Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations for all the systems were carried out using NAMD v2.10[18]. VMD was used to visualize and analyze the trajectories. Periodic boundary conditions and Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) electrostatics were used for all the simulations. A Langevin thermostat and barostat were used to maintain a temperature and pressure of 303.15 K and 1 atm, respectively and no surface tension was imposed. The simulation time step was 2 fs. All the systems were equilibrated for 6 ns each to gradually release restraints on the protein. In total, 3 separate simulations totaling about 4.5 µs (1.5 µs per system) contributed to this work.

2.4 Trajectory Analysis

Production simulations were analyzed with VMD[8]. The trajectories were wrapped and aligned to the backbone before the following analyses was conducted:

- RMSD: RMSD trajectory tool in VMD was used to calculate the root mean
square deviation of the C-alpha atoms of the protein and ligands (heavy atoms).

- Pore hydration: A Tcl script was used to calculate the water molecules in the channel radius throughout the trajectory and along the Z axis.

- Hydrogen bonds: Hydrogen bonds were calculated with the hydrogen bond plugin of VMD with a 3.3 Å$^3$ and 20° donor–acceptor cutoff diffusion.

2.4.1 Figure Preparation and Statistics

Structural figures and movies of the systems were generated with VMD. The RMSD and hydrogen bond plots were generated using Xmgrace plotting tool. Pore hydration plots were generated using python.
3 Results

3.1 Ligand and VDAC dynamics

3.1.1 NADH’s stability in the pore

![RMSD and Hydrogen bond plots](image)

Figure 7: **Ligand RMSD and Hydrogen bond plots** (A) RMSD of NADH in Å, indicating its stability inside the pore (B) Hydrogen bond plot showing NADH’s stable interaction with the N-terminal loop and the entire protein.

We used the NMR structure of VDAC(P)-NADH complex for simulations that ran for 1.2 μ seconds. NADH (with no hydrogens included) in the due course of the simulation stayed anchored to its initial binding site with an average root square deviation of 3Å (Fig 3.1 A). NADH also forms stable hydrogen bonds with the protein and N-terminal loop (Fig 3.1 B). Electrophysiology studies that suggest NADH mediated reduction in conduction, also emphasizes on the role of NADH’s stability in the pore[33]. Therefore NADH’s stability is indispensable to understand the mechanism by which NADH mediates VDAC pore block and the simulation trajectories consistently display NADH stability in the pore.
3.1.2 NAD+’s transient nature in the pore

![Graphs and diagrams](image)

Figure 8: **NAD+ RMSD and Hydrogen bond plots** (A) RMSD of NAD in Å, indicating its transient nature inside the pore (B) Hydrogen bond plot showing NAD’s unstable interaction with the N-terminal loop and the entire protein (C) A snapshot of the VDAC(P)-NAD+ system along the Z axis showing the conformational distribution of NAD+ along the trajectory, from Red (initial conformations) through Gray (middle conformations) to Blue (final conformations). NAD+ over the due course of the simulation moves towards the N-Terminal and returns to its original position.

NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH and it was experimentally shown to bring about no significant change in conduction through VDAC[33]. The NMR structure of VDAC(P)-NADH was modified in silico to generate VDAC-NAD+ system, which was used to run simulations that ran for 1.2 µ seconds. NAD+ in the due course of
the simulation, exhibits transient behavior. NAD+ (heavy atoms) RMSD shows its inconsistent positioning in the channel (Fig 3.2 A).

NAD+ also forms fluctuating hydrogen bonds with the N-Terminal loop and the entire protein (Fig 3.2 B). These results consistently strengthens the experimental study that shows NADH, but not NAD+ minimizes conduction through VDAC.

3.1.3 Conformational change of N-terminal loop in the VDAC-Apo state

Figure 9: RMSD - N-terminal loop of VDAC(P)-Apo (A) RMSD of N-Terminal loop aligned to the crystal structure. Following the removal of NADH in silico from the initial NADH structure (black curve), VDAC(P) conformation approached that of a structure determined in an experimental apo state (PDB ID: 3EMN) (B) (left) Snapshot of the first frame of NMR-Apo system (Blue) aligned with the experimental apo state (Cyan). (Right) is the snapshot of the same system after 500 ns.

The VDAC-Apo system was generated by removing NADH from the NMR structure of the VDAC-NADH complex in silico. The N-terminal loop in the VDAC-Apo system prior to the simulation is positioned in the center of the pore due to the presence of NADH, however in the due course of the simulation, the N-terminal loop changes its orientation and reaches the experimentally determined position. The RMSD of the
N-terminal loop of the VDAC-Apo system reduces when the experimentally determined VDAC structure (PDB ID: 3EMN) is made the reference (Fig 3.3 A) protein. This is consistent with the earlier experimental observation[30][7] that confirmed the orientation of the N-terminal loop in the pore.

3.2 Pore block by NADH

![Pore hydration plot for VDAC(P) systems](image)

Figure 10: **Pore hydration plot for VDAC(P) systems** Count of water molecules inside the channel for the three VDAC systems vs. time. A reduction in the number of water molecules in the VDAC-NADH system was observed when compared to the other VDAC systems. NADH occupies a volume of approximately 2400 Å³ which is equivalent to 80 water molecules.

NADH is a 72-atom nucleotide that occupies a substantial volume (2400 Å³) in the pore. Hence to confirm whether the steric presence of NADH minimizes conduc-
tion through VDAC the number of water molecules that pass through the channel throughout the simulation has been plotted (Fig 3.5).

NADH occupies a volume that is equivalent to 80 water molecules and a decrease in the number of water molecules in the presence of NADH was observed when compared to the apo protein. In addition, NAD+’s instability in the pore resulted in inconsistent pore occupancy that was reflected in the pore hydration plot. This plot therefore confirms that the steric presence of NADH is responsible for the diminished conductance through VDAC.

3.3 Simulations under membrane potential - VDAC(N)

3.3.1 NADH’s movement in the pore under transmembrane voltage

![Z-Height of NADH in VDAC(N)-NADH complex](image)

Figure 11: **Z-Height of NADH in VDAC(N)-NADH complex** Movement of NADH through the Z axis in the simulations with VDAC(N)-NADH complex under an applied transmembrane voltage. NADH, shifts from its initial binding site in the due course of the simulation but stays inside the pore. Under no applied voltage it localizes near the N-terminus region throughout the simulation appearing to be leaving the channel.
The opening and closing of VDAC is dependent on voltage\cite{19}\cite{20}. Experimental studies on VDAC-NADH complex were performed under an applied transmembrane voltage\cite{33}\cite{11}\cite{10}. Hence the NMR structure of the VDAC(N)-NADH complex was used for simulations under an applied transmembrane voltage of -30mV. NADH’s mobility in the pore is significant under an applied transmembrane voltage. NADH, in the first 100 ns of the simulation leaves its initial binding site and moves across the channel to reach the opposite end (Fig 3.5). NADH carries a negative charge of -2 and its movement from the initial binding site can be explained by a repulsion with the negative charge created by the transmembrane potential. Though NADH is quite mobile under an applied transmembrane voltage, post 100 ns, it remains more stable in its new site. This region of the protein has charged residues and stability can be explained by a electrostatic interactions of NADH with the charged residues in the protein. In addition under no applied transmembrane voltage, NADH shifts from its initial binding site and localizes near the N-terminal region giving an impression of leaving the pore. The Z-Height plot (Fig 3.5, black plot) indicates the Z coordinates (Å) of NADH across the trajectory, where NADH moves from its initial binding site in the first 50 ns. Post 50 ns, it localizes around the N-terminus region (at approximately -18 Å) for the rest of the trajectory. When compared to the preliminary structure, the orientation of the N-terminal loop and NADH is altered in the new structure. The NOEs that define the binding site in the preliminary structure seem to be varying in the new structure. This variation could be a reason for NADH’s differed behavior in the new structure.
3.3.2 Pore hydration in the presence and absence of transmembrane voltage

Figure 12: Pore hydration plot for VDAC(N) systems Movement of NADH through the Z axis in the simulations with VDAC(N)-NADH complex under an applied transmembrane voltage. NADH, shifts from its initial binding site in the due course of the simulation but stays inside the pore.

The pore hydration plot (Fig 3.4) confirms that NADH occupancy in the pore influences conduction through VDAC. Fig 3.6 shows the number of water molecules through out the trajectory for the VDAC(N)-NADH system with and without an applied transmembrane voltage. Fig 3.4 shows the movement of NADH under no applied transmembrane potential, where NADH is localizes in the N-terminus region.
The number of water molecules throughout the trajectory in this case is reduced when compared to NADH’s presence in the pore under an applied transmembrane voltage. This supports the idea that NADH’s steric presence in the pore minimizes conduction through the channel. Moreover the experimental studies suggest that NADH reduces and increases the open channel probability of VDAC at -30 mV and 0 mV respectively. [33]. The pore hydration plot (Fig 3.6) with VDAC(N)-NADH complex is more consistent with the experimental observations.
4 Discussion

With the help of the fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we observe the mechanism of NADH mediated pore block in VDAC. The structure used for the simulations was experimentally determined using nuclear magnetic resonance in the presence of NADH and hence has a potential binding site. Though NADH was known to reduce conduction through VDAC, it was unknown whether NADH brings about conformational changes in VDAC to reduce conductance or just blocks the pore. Our results are consistent with the observation that NADH minimizes conduction through VDAC by partially blocking the channel due to its steric presence. The pore hydration plots provide crucial evidence to support the above observation, where the number of water molecules passing through the pore across the simulation is less in the presence of NADH.

Our results are also consistent with experimental observations that suggest NAD+ having no effect on conduction through VDAC. In the due course of the simulation we observed NAD+ dissociating and re-associating reflecting an inconsistent pore hydration plot. The VDAC-Apo system used for simulation was generated by computationally removing NADH from the VDAC-NADH complex. In the due course of the simulation the N-terminal loop shifts its position and reaches the experimentally determined orientation. The pore hydration plot for the VDAC-Apo system showed increased number of water molecules throughout the trajectory that bolsters our NADH mediated pore block observation.
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